A Statement Regarding Measures Against the Harassment of
Hololive Production Talents
Thank you for your continued support of hololive production.
As published in a statement released in May, we have confirmed and continue to see several
cases of threatening actions and breaches of privacy targeting our talents.
Cyberbullying and harassment, especially as of late, pose a serious threat to the livelihood and
well-being of our talents, and as such, we cannot tolerate them. We have been preparing to
take legal action against these threats.
Yesterday, in response to these incidents and with the assistance of an attorney lawyer, we
requested the IP addresses of posters of such content from relevant anonymous message
boards. We intend to proceed with legal action on this front.
Furthermore, we have set up an online form where viewers can directly report these threats
to us. We wish to create a healthier environment for our content creators, and thus we would
deeply appreciate your cooperation in reporting these matters.
<COVER Corporation, Report Form for Instances of Cyberbulling and Harassment>
https://cover-corp.com/report/

COVER is taking the following steps in response to these threats:
①

Filing police reports

②

Filing reports on social media and anonymous message boards

③

Requesting sender IP addresses on the aforementioned websites

④

Submitting requests to Internet service providers for contact information associated
with aforementioned IP addresses

⑤

Damage claims against the senders

The dangers posed by harassment are not exclusive to Japan; these issues exist worldwide. As
such, we will also be taking measures against threats to our talents coming from overseas.
These measures, along with our existing support systems, are set in place to ensure that our
talents and fans can continue to interact in an enjoyable manner. We hope for your continued
support.
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